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Python script…
CUI looks cool but it is not visually 
appealing…
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Would it be nice to have a chart 
showing the internal states of your 
Python script for demo or 
development purpose??
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Of course, yes!

But,
it seems difficult to add
GUI to my script….



Don’t worry; install “Eel” and use it!
It’s super easy to add GUI to your script.
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Let’s see how to use Eel
with SAMPLE CODE

The sample code is available at:
https://gitlab.inria.fr/ytanaka/devmeetup-eel/

https://gitlab.inria.fr/ytanaka/devmeetup-eel/


“Hello DevMeetup!” 
Python script
(hello_devmeetup.py)
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It keeps saying ”Hello, 
DevMeetup”…
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OK, put a GUI to this simple 
script!
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- I want to change “DevMeetup” part from the GUI
- I want to see the latest message on the GUI
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Add these lines and prepare an HTML file accordingly….

This function can be called from Javsacript as 
eel.set_to_whom().

eel.printGreeting() is a function which will be 
provided by the Javascript code.
time.sleep() needs to be replaced with eel.sleep()

Specify the directory having the HTML file 
and the HTML file name



Tada �
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What is so great about Eel?

• Eel does all bothersome tasks to integrate your Python 
script with the Javascript code
• All you need to do is
• install Eel
• add some lines of code

• to expose functions in the Python code
• to call functions in the Javascript code
• to start Eel main routine, which runs as the backend server

• implement a GUI with HTML/CSS/Javascript

• You can use millions of Javascript libraries for your cool 
GUI!
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For instance,
thanks to Eel, our Python script has…
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… this beautiful GUI �
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backup:
step-by-step 
explanation
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The first feature to implement:

I want to change 
“DevMeetup” part from my 
web browser!



Let’s have set_to_whom()
….
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Magic happens here!
@eel.expose decorator makes the function 
able to be called from Javascript as 
eel.set_to_whom() function



Prepare an HTML file… 
(public/main.html)
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On clicking the button, 
eel.set_to_whom() is called, which ends 
up calling the function we made in the 
previous page.



It’s rendered like this….
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Apply Eel to the script 
body…
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time.sleep() needs to be replaced with 
eel.sleep()

specify the directory having the HTML 
file and the HTML file name



Now I can change “DevMeetup” 
part from my browser �
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The second feature to 
implement:

I want to see the message 
on my browser as well….



Add printGreeting() to Javascript part…
and use it in the Python script. That’s it!
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Add printGreeting() function to receive 
message from the Python script as 
eel.printGreeting()

public/main.html

hello_devmeetup.py

Call that function from the Python script



Now I can see the (latest) 
message �
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